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[Important Notices]

We thank you for your continued support of our Hochiki Brand products and please note the similar
goods and counterfeit products that have been found in Vietnam.

Recently, we have  found that the products of SLV-24N which marked with our Hochiki Brand
were widely sold in Vietnam in various forms.

Although the  shape  and  display of these counterfeit goods  looks very  similar with  our original
Hochiki Brand product but the design and quality are vary greatly. Therefore, we have received a
lots  of claims  and  enquiries  from  the  end  users.  So,  we  have  fixed  a  hologram  to  stick  our
watermark inside the products in order to make it as an identifying image.

Please  be  careful  and  aware  of these  counterfeit product  as  mentioned  and  purchase  only  the
original products from the proper dealer that we authorized.

And,  please  note that we  will  not take  any responsibility  for any damage  or disadvantage  that
related to the purchase of these counterfeit goods.

Sincerely,

Designation: Managing Director

For and Behalf of Hochiki Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd.
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[TH6NG BAO]
Ldi din tien ching t6i givi lbi cia on den qdy khach hang da tin tuchg va sir dung

sin  pham  Hochiki  trong  thai  gian  qua.  Chdng  t6i  tram  trong  thong  bao  hang  gia  moo
Hochiki da dugc tim th5y d thi turchg Viet Nam.

a thai di6m hi?n tai,  chchg t6i  da phat hi?n dau bao  kh6i  SLV-24N gia mao  vdi
nhieu man khac nhau dugc bin tai thi turchg Viet Nam.
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va dan ten ch6ng hang gia Hochiki (tern Hologram) tren m6i SLV-24N nhu la doc di6m
nhan clang hang chinh Hang ctla Hochiki.

D6 tranh mua va str ding nhing san pham gia mao, Hochiki khuy6n cao qdy khach
hang n6n mua tai cac dai ly thy quy5n ctla Hochiki.

Hochiki s5 kh6ng chiu trach nhiem cho bat ky hu h6ng, thiet hai li6n quan den sam pham gia
mao.

Tran trong

(dd ky)

Jun Tamura
Giam d6c di6u hanh
Hochiki Asia Pacific Pte. Ltd
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Giam doc dieu hanh• C6ng ty TNHH Nhat Nam




